Introduction.
Elementary divisor theory over the rational integers is classical; a treatment over an arbitrary algebraic number field can be found in Steinitz [8] . In this paper we are motivated by the following interpretation of Chevalley [4] and Asano [2] : if Lx and L2 are finite modules in a vector space V over a Dedekind ring o with quotient field F, then Lx and L2 have a minimal basis in common. Simple examples show that in general this is not true for more than two modules Lx and L2, but in Theorem 4.2 we establish conditions under which every module in V has a minimal basis in common with a given set of modules L0, • ■ ■ , Lm. The basis structure of modules under a direct sum decomposition of V is examined in Theorem 4.3.
The results outlined above are proved over any valuation ring o: that they can be extended to an arbitrary Dedekind ring is a consequence of Theorem 5.4 which reduces the problem to a local one.
Preliminaries.
Throughout this paper o will denote an integral domain with a unit and with quotient field F; further restrictions will be placed on o in the following paragraphs.
The modules L considered will be torsion-free iaX = 0 with «Go, XEL, implies a = 0 or X = 0), finitely generated, and of finite rank; hence [2; 4; 6] each L has a replica in a finite dimensional P-space V; we will always assume that the modules under consideration are contained in such a vector space V; n will denote the dimension of this vector space; the subspace of V that is spanned by L will be written FL and we have rank 7 = dim P-7^dim V = n.
In addition all modules will have at least one minimal basis in Vthat is, a basis {£} for V and (possibly zero) ideals a< in F such that L = axÇx+ ■ ■ ■ + a"£B; such a basis is known to exist for finitely generated modules in the following case: Theorem 2.1. Let F be such that every finitely generated nonzero o-ideal is invertible. If L is a finitely generated o-module in V and if £i, • • • , in is any basis for V, then there exist ifinitely generated) ideals
This is proved in Satz 1 of [2 ] and the proof found there, though given for Dedekind rings, applies to fields of the above type; it is not necessary to assume that rank L = n. Note that the number of nonzero a,-is equal to the rank of L. Compare the proofs in [4; 6] .
If we say that a result P(n, m), where n and m are non-negative integers, is proved by double induction we mean (2.1) P(0, m) and P(n, 0) hold for all n and m, (2.2) P(n, m -\) and P(n -1, m) => P(n, m).
One notational matter: we will denote the running indices in a summation by Greek letters, fixed indices by Roman or Gothic letters.
3. Minimal bases for L. In this section we investigate which bases in V qualify as minimal bases for L. The ring o is quite general but it is assumed that L is a direct sum of o-ideals of F, Proof. It suffices to prove the first part of the lemma. Substituting (3.3) in (3.1) we see that LQM is equivalent to ?Z(u(Yfo..wO £ S&xrçx; that is, djbijÇZbi for all i and j. 4. Local theory. The ring 0 is now taken to be a valuation ring with quotient field F: 0 is an integral domain such that for any a in F, either «Go or o¡_1Go. Associated with 0 is a valuation \a\, aEF, with values in an ordered multiplicative group [l; 7] . We denote the maximal prime ideal in 0 with the letter p. Observe that all finitely generated o-ideals are principal and hence invertible. All modules will be finitely generated and hence of the form of equation (3.1) with the a,-principal by Theorem 2. There is a different way of stating Theorem 4.2-by assuming that 77.0= V but dropping the conditions on the ranks of the Lj, O^j^m, and on K.
Sufficiency. It is easy to see that the conditions of the theorem guarantee that all Lj must be of the same rank and therefore span V. If in addition rank K -n, the proof is as before. If this is not so, write K = 0-771 + 02772+ • • ■ +a"77n; instead of (4. with s^n and {£} such that either £xG V or £xG V"; there is no loss of generality in assuming that px£°, r^\^t.
On the other hand an easy computation shows that we can assume that equations (4.13) are true if we replace {£} by {f} where {f} is a minimal basis common to all Lj, 0 ^¡j^m. Define K invariantly as the smallest o-module containing L0 and Lx. Then 5. Dedekind rings. In this section we assume that classical ideal theory holds in F/o, that is to say the ideals with bounded denominator form a group under multiplication.
We denote by Op the valuation ring corresponding to the prime ideal p; the same letter p will be used for the maximal prime ideal in op. The Op-ideals in F are all powers of p and the value group is discrete and real. If a = p" ■ • • is a factorization of the o-ideal a we define p(a) as the Op-ideal p". All modules will be finitely generated and hence of the form ( Proof. By induction on n. All bases (whether defined or derived) that appear in the proof will be such that their first r elements span W. Let us write 2,0= 53ctxo£x and t/J = H°X¿^ we can assume that p(uxo) =0d and p(2,0) = 2]o())x at all p£5. Apply the approximation theorem to the entries of the matrices \a%] in such a way that a,¡ approximates to a£, with aty = 0 whenever a?y = 0 is true for all p£5; then in virtue of Lemma 4.4 a sufficiently high approximation yields a basis r/y= Ha*Â>> sucn that We can assume that ctxiCuxo, r^X^g. Define K invariantly as the o-module generated by L0 and Lx; then K= 23(axo+axi)wx. is the basis required. We have exhausted all possibilities and the theorem is now proved.
